Choose only one goal. The VA only approves one goal at a time per term for certification of payments. Plan A, or Plan B, or Plan C.

Plan A: One Major. (An additional certificate under the same AA degree may be added also and specified under the certificate requirements.)

Plan B or C: One Major for One specific College. (We do not certify courses for minors if you’re in a transfer program.)

Area F waived with DD214. Ineligible for certification for DD214 holders.

What is listed here?
- Applicable course requirements for major or certificate for the one goal.
- Applicable elective requirement courses needed for the one goal.
- Applicable required prerequisite courses.

Must indicate if courses have been completed:
C = Completed
IP = In Progress
N = To be completed

OFFICIAL ACADEMIC TRANSCRIPTS from all previously attended colleges and/or universities must be brought to your appointment for proper account on what courses have already been completed and will be evaluated. It remains official if your counselor opens it. Have them forward it to Admissions for evaluation.

>> This Ed plan only needs to be submitted once as long as you follow it. If you change goals/majors, you must provide a new ed plan accompanied by Form 22-1995 or 22-5495 for dependents. See the VRC for details.